Rydell Industrial (Belting) Co
It pays to invest in Quality

Rycon “Do-it-yourself” belting
Rappcord round Urethane belts are used extensively for light
transportation on printing and folding machines, newspaper
conveying, packing machines, canneries, wood, paper and
cardboard processing, food and allied industries.
Rappcord is joined quickly and easily with our Black Max
splicing kit. It is available in a variety of shapes and constructions
to suit your particular requirement.
Redthane or Quik-Go belting is designed for fast belt replacement
where no tools or welding equipment is required. It is a hollow,
round polyurethane belt which is joined with an aluminium barb.
It is ideal for packaging or conveying lines of light duty product,
paper and cardboard conveying and general duties across a wide
variety of industries.

NuTLink belts are made from a polyester / polyurethane composite
which ensures long life under the most arduous conditions, up to
twenty times longer compared to similar rubber based belting. It
is made of a series of links which can be spliced at any length
suitable for the application. The link construction means that belts
can be fitted quickly directly onto the pulley without costly downtime.

Varilength Belting is a tough open length Vee Belt , that can be
cut to a specific length and then fastened with a clamping plate
to provide a quick and economical belt replacement.
It is available in rolls of all common sizes, and clamps can be
purchased individually.
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